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Overview  
SCLIntra tracks the movement of visitors as they enter, move within and exit a 
building.  Choose how you want to capture visitor information and let SCLIntra do 
the work – record an electronic signature from the visitor, automatically add 
visitor information through a quick scan of their driver’s license, or capture a 
digital image of your visitor with a Web camera.  Store this information in the 
database or even print it out on the visitor’s badge.   
Is the visitor still in the building?  When did he leave?  Whom did he visit?  How 
long did he stay in the building?  How many total visitors are in the building at 
one time?  Our sophisticated search engine allows clients to easily view visitor 

status and history and a host of other critical data.   
 
Badge Generation  
SCLIntra generates a visitor’s badge.  As seen below in a sample badge, the label has everything a guard would 
need to know about a visitor.  Custom formatted badges can be designed based on client specifications.   
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  

This label will be scanned when the visitor leaves the building via one of two methods.  Using a barcode scanner 
fixed to a workstation, a security guard or receptionist simply scans the barcode on the badge and takes 
possession of the badge.  Alternately, a mobile computing device can be utilized to scan the label and once data 
has been collected, the portable devices update the database with the HotSync utility. The major difference is 
portability.  These units can be at any or every exit in the building.   
 
Reporting  
SCLIntra utilizes the Crystal Report engine to create customized reports based around your organization’s needs.  
Whatever the information that is going to be most beneficial to improving your company’s bottom line, SCLogic 
can deliver it in a clear, concise and easy to create report.   
 
About SCLogic, LLC 
SCLogic develops, sells and supports the software engine, SCLIntra.   SCLIntra uses barcoding technology to 
monitor and control the flow of tangible objects – mail, parcels, property, files or people – as they enter and move 
through a facility.  SCLIntra is an affordable, flexible, IT-friendly solution that improves productivity by automating 
receiving, sorting and delivery processes while expanding tracking visibility across the corporate Intranet and 
beyond.  
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Validation of the Date & 
Time the Visitor Entered 
the Building  
 
 Building 

Identification
Employee Being 
Visited 
Shows whom the visitor 
represents and the 
visitor’s security level.
Visitor’s Name & Barcode – This can be scanned when the 
visitor leaves the building.


